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In April two weeks excavation was undertaken at Katha. Aside from the project's co-Directors (Dr. Michael P.勤 and Prof. A. S. Swain), and employing 67 local labourers throughout, the team also consisted of a., Devendra (Institute of Archaeology, Oxford), M. A. Abul (Cambridge Archaeological Unit), D. Agarwal and his student, H. Thapa (Dept. of Archaeology, H. N. I.) The team consisting of six people, the working and living conditions proved austere. There had been both bunk-off on the Friday and, as a result, moving on the team in an irregular fashion. The basic process of the site's layout must be praised before formal sampling procedures can be adopted.

Work carried out in Structure 27, a square plan building - which was opposed linearly in plan and, instead, controlled, in this area of the With the complexity of the area, we had no scope to lay plans in plan and, instead, sectional-controlled sondage was attempted.
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